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Abstract 
Let A,, i = I,. ,n, be a sequence of sets, and for S C[r?] set as := 1 fl,,.~ A,I. Kahn, Linial 
and Samorodnitsky have recently shown that if it is known that u := 1 U:’ , A, / < 2”- ’ then I( 
can be determined uniquely from a knowledge of the values of (IS for all S # [n]. Since their 
proof was existential they posed the question of finding an adaptive procedure for determining 
u. Here we present such an algorithm. 
1. Introduction and statement of results 
Let A,, i = 1,. . ,n, be a sequence of sets, and for S c[n] set as := 1 f1,~.5 A,l. 
Linial and Nisan [2] and Kahn et al. [l] have recently investigated the problem of 
approximating u:=\U~=,Ail given only the values zZ’(k,n):={as: /SI < k}. In particular 
[l] showed that if it is known a priori that u < 2”-’ then u can be determined uniquely 
from ,d(n - 1,n). In one of several applications they used this fact to establish the 
surprising result that the number of satisfying assignments of a DNF formula F := 
Vr’, Ci in n variables is uniquely determined once the number of assignments satisfying 
AES C are known for all S with ISI < log n + 1. However, since their proof was 
existential they posed the question of finding an adaptive procedure for determining U. 
In this note we provide exact bounds on II and present a worst-case optimal iterative 
algorithm for computing bounds on u given the a priori information u < N. 
Denote CTS := ~scrcml(-l)lr-s~a~, and T = CO<ITI,n(-l)~Tl+‘u~. Observe that 
T and all 0s. 0 < ISr< n, can be computed from .&‘(n - 1, iz). 
Proposition 1.1. Set 
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Then 
-Modu-z~Me, (1.1) 
and in addition 
(-l)“+‘(U - r) > 0. (1.2) 
Moreover, any value of u satisfying both inequalities (1.1) and (1.2) is realizable. 
Proof. Adopting the notation of [l] set 
so that 
as = c MT. (1.3) 
S C T C[nl 
Denoting As := niE,_Ai we have by inclusion-exclusion 
MS = IAsl - U(A~ n Ai) = 
I i 
C (-l)‘r-s’,r for all S, (1.4) 
iES SC TC[nl 
i.e., 
(-l)“+‘a[,] = (-l)‘S’(Q -as). (1.5) 
Since CI~ 2 0 and u - r = (-l)n+’ at,) it is clear that inequalities ( 1.1) and ( 1.2) 
necessarily hold. 
Conversely, given d(n - 1, n) and any u satisfying both (1.1) and (1.2) one can set 
a[,] = (- 1 )n+‘(~ - r) and then compute CIS for all S using Eq. (1.4); moreover, these 
values necessarily satisfy as 2 0. Hence one can construct sets Ai, using Eq. (1.3), 
such that indeed 1 niEs Ai1 = as. 0 
The interval of uncertainty in u is therefore of length min(M,,, M, + A4e) in case n 
is even, and of length min(M,, MO + A4,) in case n is odd. Remarkably, Linial and 
Nisan [2] show that there is a simple expression for this uncertainty in the worst case, 
given an a priori bound u < N. We re-prove their result by exhibiting an algorithm 
for computing lower and upper bounds on u that are optimal in the worst case. 
Define 
EN(k,n) := max { liA1 - ~~fh~}. (1.6) 
where the maximum ranges over all sets {Ai}:=, and {Bi}:=, such that 1 njEs Ail = 
I Qes Bi( for all IS] < k, and max(] Uy==, Ail, I Uy==, BJ) < N. 
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Proposition 1.2. 
N 
EN(n- l.n)= __ 
i 1 2”-I 
Proof. That we can do no better is demonstrated by the following instance. Define /j,s 
analogously to C.Q. Now set 
E.v(n - l,n)+Nmod2”-’ if S = [n], 
x,s = E,v(n - 1,n) for n - /SI even, 
0 for H - jS1 odd, 
and /IS = E,y(n - l,n) - C.CS for S # [n], flrlll = N mod 2”-‘. Finally, compute US, and 
analogously bs, by Eq. (1.3). It is then easily verified that as = bs for all /S/ < n - 1, 
and that 1 U:‘, A,\ = clSi Sn C(S = N while / U;=, B,( = N -EN(n - 1,~). 
The basic idea of the algorithm achieving this bound is to perform an iterative 
refinement of lower and upper bounds on a[,,], and hence on u = r + (- 1 )‘~+I a~~], as 
follows. Denote for simplicity ai = a{,). If a, , z < IN then one can compute bounds 
on a[,,] by bounding the intersection of the sets {A, n A,,}::,‘, whose union has size 
bounded by ;N. And if ;N < a,, < N then one considers the intersection of the sets 
(‘6 - ~~,J::,’ r) whose union is also bounded by :N, and obtains from it bounds on a[,,] 
via a[,,] = ul,,_l) - 1 f$T, (A; - A,)l. As the base case we take n = 2 with lower bound 
max(at + ~72 - N,O) and upper bound min(at,a2), which differ by ;N at most. Upon 
completion of the algorithm, therefore, the lower and upper bounds differ by at most 
N/2”-‘. The details are spelled out in the program. 
function bounds( n: integer; N: real) : (lb,ub); 
if n = 2 then return(max(at + a2 - N,O), min(at,al)) ; 
if II,, < $ then 
for all S C [n - l] do CIS := Q~“{,~) ; 
return(bounds(n - 1, a,,>> ; 
else /* $ < a,, 6 N */ 
for all S C[n - 11 do CI,~ := a~ - a,~~{,~) ; 
(lb,ub) := bounds(n - 1, N - a,> ; 
return(a[,_l] - ub, a[,,_l] - lb) ; 0 
The computation of bounds, either exact or algorithmic, appears to be difficult for 
general k, except for k = 1 where the trivial lower bound, max(u, : 1 < i < n), 
and upper bound, min(N, C:=, a,), are clearly best possible, and yield Ew( 1, n) = 
1Cl - ;)NJ. 
As an indication of the difficulties encountered with higher k we discuss briefly the 
derivation of 
E/v(2,n) = 
ii 
1 - ,?L&t, N 
H 
(1.7) 
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Its proof is based on the result of [2] that 
(1.8) 
where the supremum is over all polynomials q of degree at most k with zero constant 
term, such that q(m) < 1 for all integer 1 < m < n. In our case, k = 2, the maximizing 
polynomial q(x) = ax2 + bx must obviously have a < 0. One argues further that the 
polynomial must be symmetric around i(n + 1 ), so that q(n + 1) = 0 and q( [+I ) = 1. 
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